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Role of carbon atoms in the remote plasma deposition of hydrogenated
amorphous carbon

J. Benedikt,a) M. Wisse,b) R. V. Woen, R. Engeln, and M. C. M. van de Sanden
Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

~Received 3 April 2003; accepted 4 September 2003!

The aim of this article is to determine the role of carbon atoms in the growth of hydrogenated
amorphous carbon (a-C:H) films by means of an argon/acetylene expanding thermal plasma. Cavity
ring down absorption spectroscopy is used to detect metastable carbon atoms by probing the
1s2 2s2 2p 3s 1P1←1s2 2s2 2p2 1S0 electronic transition. In addition to absorption measurements,
the emission of the same transition is monitored by means of optical emission spectroscopy. These
two measurements provide information about the local production of the C atoms and about their
reactivity in the gas phase. It will be shown that under growth conditions in an Ar/C2H2 expanding
thermal plasma, the metastable carbon density is also representative for the ground state carbon
density. From obtained results it is concluded that the carbon atoms react rapidly with acetylene in
the gas phase and therefore their contribution to the growth of hard diamond-likea-C:H films can
be neglected. Only at low acetylene flows, the condition when soft polymer-like films are deposited,
carbon atoms are detected close to the substrate and can possibly contribute to the film growth.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1622116#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon atoms are involved in various plasma-based
cesses. They play a role as intermediate in hydrocar
flames,1 they are generated in chemical vapor deposition
diamond2 and diamond-like carbon films.3 As a particle with
four valence electrons it is very reactive in the gas ph
~reaction rates with hydrocarbon molecules are on the o
of 10216 m3 s21) and its sticking probability at the surface
expected to be close to unity. Carbon atoms can be produ
by laser ablation,3 by noble gas ion bombardment4,5 of a
graphite target or in the gas phase by electron impact di
ciation of carbon containing molecules or radicals. It c
also be a product of chemical reactions between radicals
molecules in the gas phase. Up to now several methods
been used to detect this atom: two photon absorption l
induced fluorescence,6–9 two photon induced excitation fol
lowed by spontaneous emission,1,10 laser induced fluores
cence using vacuum ultraviolet excitation,11 multiphoton
ionization5,12 or ~vacuum! ultraviolet absorption
spectroscopy.2,13 In this article we will present an alternativ
way of measuring carbon atoms in their 1s22s22p2 1S0

metastable state: cavity ring down absorption spectrosc
~CRDS!. We combine these measurements with optical em
sion spectroscopy ~OES! of the 1s2 2s2 2p 3s 1P1

0

→1s2 2s2 2p2 1S0 electronic transition.
At the Eindhoven University of Technology, remote e

panding thermal plasmas~ETPs! are used for deposition o
different kinds of films.14,15Previous studies have shown th
by injecting acetylene downstream into an expanding th

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
j.benedikt@tue.nl

b!Present address: Laser Center and Department of Physical Chemistry,
Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1083, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlan
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mal argon plasma,a-C:H films of good quality can be de
posited at a rate of up to 70 nm/s. Due to the adiaba
cooling, which takes place in the expansion, the elect
temperature in the vessel is low~,0.3 eV!16 and hence elec-
tron induced dissociation processes can be neglected.
combination of mass spectrometry and Langmuir probe m
surements revealed the dominance of the argon ion indu
dissociation of injected acetylene.17 The proposed mecha
nism for the plasma chemistry starts with a charge tran
reaction between an argon ion and an acetylene molecu18

Ar11C2H2→Ar1C2H2
1,* ~1!

with a reaction rate ofk1'4.2310216 m3/s, which is fol-
lowed by the dissociative recombination of the rovibr
tionally excited acetylene ion with an electron:19

C2H2
1,* 1e2→C2H* 1H*

→C2* 1H* 1H

→CH* 1CH* , ~2!

with a reaction rate in the order ofk2'3310213 m3/s. In
the following, Reactions~1! and ~2! will be referred to as
primary reactions. It was argued20 that the C2H branch of
reaction~2! is dominant. The production of C1CH2 radicals
in reaction~2! is energetically possible but highly improb
able since, from a stereometric point of view, this radic
needs major reorganization starting from C2H2

1 and an
electron.21 The products from reaction~2! can be dissociated
again in a similar way using another argon ion and an e
tron. For the C2H radical:

Ar11C2H* →Ar1C2H1,* , ~3!

C2H1,* 1e2→C2* 1H*

→C* 1CH* . ~4!

il:

rije
.

2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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6933J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 10, 15 November 2003 Benedikt et al.
These reactions will be called secondary reactions becau
second argon ion and a second electron are needed. The
bon atoms together with the CH and C2 radicals are products
of these secondary reactions. The reaction coefficientsk3 and
k4 of reactions~3! and ~4! are not known, but they will
probably have similar values as the reaction coefficientsk1

andk2 . In addition to these ion induced reactions, also re
tions between acetylene and different radicals take plac
the ETP as was already discussed by Benediktet al.22

Due to the low electron temperature, the substrate s
bias is small~,2 V! and so ion bombardment is not involve
in the deposition. At these conditions the film growth is go
erned by the flux of reactive~sticking! particles to the sur-
face. The C, CH, and C2 radicals with expected high stickin
probability can then play an important role duringa-C:H
film growth. The CH~Engelnet al.23! and C2 radicals were
already measured by means of CRDS in an Ar/C2H2 ETP.
Understanding the growth mechanism is particularly imp
tant in view of the fact that the high deposition rate of tens
nanometers per second does not compromise the film qu
and still leads toa-C:H films with hardness up to 14 GPa
mass density of 1.5–1.7 g/cm3, spin density of 1020 cm23,
and good chemical stability and adhesion to t
substrate.20,24

In this article we present the density measurement
carbon atoms in their 1s2 2s2 2p2 1S0 metastable state~fur-
ther on called C* ) by means of CRDS. These measureme
are complemented with OES of the same electronic tra
tion. On the basis of these measurements and invo
plasma chemistry we will argue that C atoms, both in
ground state (Cgr) as well as in excited states, are predom
nantly produced in secondary reactions~3! and ~4!. Once C
atoms are produced they will react with acetylene and
will show that the reaction coefficient of this loss reaction
similar for both C* and Cgr . In this case the C* density
scales with the Cgr density. Finally we will conclude tha
carbon atoms can contribute to the growth of soft~hardness 4
GPa!, polymer-likea-C:H films but they are not involved in
the fast deposition of hard~14 GPa! a-C:H films.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The deposition setup is depicted in Fig. 1. The therm
argon plasma is produced in a so-called cascaded arc. Th
arc runs between three cathodes and the arc nozzle insid
channel~4 mm diameter! formed by a stack of four wate
cooled copper plates. The current setting~22–89 A! controls
the ionization degree of the argon gas and therefore the
of argon ions and electrons emanating from the cascaded
The typical arc power is in the range of 1–5 kW and
typical arc pressure is between 0.2 and 0.5 bar. The a
flow is kept constant at 100 sccs (1 sccs52.69
31019 particles/s). The thermal argon plasma expands in
low-pressure vessel~typically 0.3 mbar! where first super-
sonic and, after a shock, subsonic expansion takes place.
to high pressure difference between arc and the vessel,
is called a remote plasma; plasma creation is independe
the vessel conditions.14 Into the expanding plasma bea
acetylene is injected by means of a gas injection ring. T
Downloaded 07 Jan 2008 to 131.155.108.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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acetylene flow is varied between 0 and 20 sccs.a-C:H films
are deposited at a distance of 60 cm from the arc nozzle
temperature controlled silicon substrate. No additional bi
ing is used at the substrate. For a more extensive treatme
the experimental setup the reader is referred to Gie
et al.20,24

Cavity ring down spectroscopy23,25 is used to detect C*
in the plasma. Measurements are performed at two diffe
positions, one in the middle of the reactor, 0.25 m below
injection ring ~called ‘‘up’’ position!, and the other 0.52 m
from the injection ring, 30 mm above the substrate~called
‘‘down’’ position!. The required wavelength~247.931 nm!
for absorption on 1s2 2s2 2p 3s 1P1←1s2 2s2 2p2 1S0 elec-
tronic transition~lowest carbon energy levels are shown
Fig. 2! is produced by a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser~Spectra
Physics DCR11/PDL3 combination! using Coumarin 500
and frequency doubling of the output in a Beta–barium b
rate crystal. The laser pulse is 7–10 ns long with a repetit
rate of 10 Hz and a spectral bandwidth of about 0.08 cm21.
Two high reflectivity mirrors~Laseroptik,B 2536.5 mm,
planconcave,r 521000 mm) form an optical cavity. An ar
gon protection flow of 6 sccs flows between each mirror a
the reactor to protect them during plasma operation. The

FIG. 1. Expanding thermal plasma deposition setup together with the CR
setup.

FIG. 2. Energy level diagram of the carbon atom. The lower and upper l
of the transition used in this article are in bold. Einstein coefficients~in s21!
are also included~in italic!.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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flectivity of the mirrors is between 0.988 and 0.992, whi
results in a ring down time in the range from 230 to 350
The light leaking out of the cavity is detected by a pho
multiplier tube~Hamamatsu R7154! connected to an oscillo
scope~Tektronix TDS 340A, 8 bit, 350 MHz bandwidth, 50
Msamples/s!. A filter in front of the photomultiplier tube
blocks the emission from the plasma. ALABVIEW program
controls the tuning of the dye laser and reads out the
corded transients via a general purpose interface bus in
face. At each frequency typically 32 transients are avera
on the on-board 16-bit memory of the oscilloscope. The
eraged transient, read out by the PC, is fitted with a stand
least-squares fitting routine to an exponentially decay
function.

The decay timet of the transient, can be written as

t~n!5
d

c~ ln Reff1A!
5

d

c~ ln Reff1s~n!*0
dn~x!dx!

, ~5!

whered is the cavity length,c is the light speed,Reff is the
effective mirror reflectivity,s~n! is the frequency-dependen
cross section of the absorbing species,*0

dn(x)dx is the line-
integrated number density, andA is absorption per pass in th
cavity. The value ofA can be easily calculated when the rin
down timest0 of the empty cavity andt of the cavity with
absorbing species are known:

A5
d

c S 1

t
2

1

t0
D . ~6!

We assumed the densityn to be constant over the lengthL
,d in the expanding plasma and zero elsewhere. The ef
tive path lengthL is assumed~based on Langmuir prob
measurements of the electron density profile of pure ar
plasma at up position! to be 0.05 m, 0.09 and 0.10 m at th
arc currents 22, 48, and 61 A, respectively. The same len
L are used for the up and down position. However it is e
pected that at the down position the expanding beam
broader and hence the calculated density can be slig
overestimated. The metastable carbon number density
calculated from the area under the absorption peak, obta
by performing a wavelength scan around the transition re
nance frequency. The absorption measurement was repro
ible within 4% relative error for the down position. The u
measurements which were done later, displayed shorter
down times~;100 ns, result of deterioration of the mirrors!,
resulting in a slight increase of the noise level. Because
the uncertainty in the Einstein coefficient26 ~about 10%! and
the uncertainty of the real absorption path length we estim
that the calculated density is correct within 30%, which co
prises both the systematic and random errors.

It is very important to ensure that there is no saturat
of the transition during the measurement. A way to ver
this is to calculate the saturation parameterS5P/R, where-P
stands for the pumping rate to the upper state, which ca
approximated byP5Bi j •r(n) andR is the relaxation rate o
the transitionij , which contains the various possible rela
ation processes~radiative or collisional! of the upper and
Downloaded 07 Jan 2008 to 131.155.108.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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lower levels.27 Bi j is the Einstein absorption coefficient fo
the transitioni→ j and r~n! is energy density of the lase
light in the cavity.

Since the laser energy going into the cavity is small a
we are not able to measure it exactly, we can only estim
the value of the energy density inside the cavity. Furth
more, not all values of the relaxation processes are kno
Taking into account the uncertainties mentioned above,
estimation of the saturation parameter was close to un
which already could indicate saturation effects. Therefo
we investigated in detail the effect of increased laser ene
per pulse on the absorption peak. In Fig. 3 the absorption
pass and the full width at the half maximum of the carb
metastable absorption peaks are shown as a function o
laser energy per pulse. The experimental conditions w
I arc548 A, F(Ar) 5100 sccs, andF(C2H2)51.7 sccs. The
energy scale is only for reference and is not calibrated. E
mated values of energy per pulse range from less than
on the left side to hundreds of nJ on the right side of thx
axis. Because the laser spectral width is smaller than
peak width, inhomogeneous saturation can occur. With
laser energy per pulse the absorption and full width h
maximum ~FWHM! are constant. As the energy per pul
increases, the absorption is reduced due to saturation, bu
FWHM of the peaks remains unaffected. As the energy
pulse rises even more, the absorption peak starts to broa
At the highest energy, a Lamb dip is observed~see insert in
Fig. 3!.

The problem of inhomogeneous saturation in CRD
spectroscopy was recently studied in detail by Mackoet al.28

and was sufficiently explained by their model. Although th
model could be adjusted for our situation, for our measu
ments it suffices to be sure that saturation does not oc
The vertical dashed line in Fig. 3 indicates the laser ene
per pulse at which all our CRDS measurements were p
formed. The laser energy is far from causing saturation, bu
is still high enough to provide a good signal to noise rati

OES measurements of the 1s2 2s2 2p2 1S0

→1s2 2s2 2p 3s 1P1
0 emission are performed with a fiber op

tic spectrometer~Ocean Optics USB2000!. It is an easy to

FIG. 3. Height of absorption peak and full peak width at half maximu
~FWHM! as a function of the laser spectral energy density in the cavity.
x-axis scale is not calibrated and is used only for comparison. Dotted l
are drawn to guide the eye.
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Measured C* density together with emission intensity. The measurements are done at up and down position, at three different currents
function of acetylene flow.
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operate plug and play apparatus which is able to record e
sion spectra from 190 to 850 nm. The spectral resolutio
about 1 nm. The light was collected over a solid angle
5.531024 srad, at a position 0.39 m from the expandi
plasma axis without any imaging optics, in order to enha
signal intensity, giving 37 mm spatial resolution at the be
axis. The emission was observed through a quartz wind
and measurements were done both at up and down pos
and under the same conditions as the CRDS measurem
Also the argon backflow through the CRDS mirrors was u
in order to maintain the same pressure in the reactor.
emission peak is well resolved without overlapping oth
Downloaded 07 Jan 2008 to 131.155.108.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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emission features. The area under the peak is taken
measure of emission intensity.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Plasma chemistry of the carbon metastable state

Figure 4 shows the results of the CRDS absorption m
surements together with the results of the OES meas
ments. The results are shown for two different positions,
and down, for three different currents 22, 48, and 61 A and
a function of acetylene flow. In all cases the measured d
have a maximum at low acetylene flows, when the ratio
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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C2H2 flow and argon ion and electron flow into the reactor
small. This corroborates the assumption that C atoms
mainly created in secondary reactions~3! and ~4!. To create
C atoms in these reactions two Ar ions and electrons
needed per acetylene molecule. Hence maximum absorp
should occur approximately at an acetylene flow equa
half the argon ion and electron flow emanating from the a
The magnitude of the measured maxima in density and
tensity increases with increasing arc current as a resu
higher argon ion and electron flow from the cascaded ar
higher arc currents. Maximal C* density of 731015 m23 is
measured at the up position at an arc current of 61 A.

Both CRDS and OES measurements show that the
bon atom can be produced internally excited. In the sub
quent reactions~1!–~4! the recombination energy of two a
gon ions is available (2315.76531.52 eV). Part of this
energy is used for breaking the C–H~;5.6 eV! and CwC
~;10 eV! bonds.29 This leaves approximately 16 eV for th
C1CH produced in one of the two branches of the seco
ary reaction~4! and which is enough to produce carbon
oms in different excited states. Even in the case, that a
drogen atom created in primary reaction~2! is excited with
its electron in then52 state~10.15 eV!, the remaining en-
ergy ~;5.8 eV! is large enough to produce a carbon atom
its 1S0 metastable state. The carbon emission is the evide
that at least a fraction of C2H from primary reaction~2! is
highly rovibrationally excited.

It is clear from Fig. 4 that there is a difference betwe
the results of CRDS and OES measurements. This is du
different radiative lifetimes of the upper and lower level
the probed transition. CRDS measures the1S0 metastable
state, which has a long radiative lifetime~;1.58 s! compared
to the upper1P1

0 level of the transition. The density of th
1S0 metastable state will not be depleted by radiative de
citation and will be determined only by chemical reaction
diffusion, and convection of C* atoms in the plasma. On th
contrary the upper state1P1

0 has a very short radiative life
time ~;2.6 ns! which will result in a very fast deexcitation t
the lower levels. The density of this upper state is then
termined by local production of excited carbon in the plas
and loss by radiative processes. Considering these as
the OES intensity is a measure of the local production rat
~excited! carbon atoms in the secondary reaction~4!.

As seen in Fig. 4 carbon emission appears only at
acetylene flows when the C2H2 flow/(Ar1,e2) flow ratio is
small. At high acetylene flows, argon ions, and electrons
depleted very fast in reactions~1!–~4!. Then, even at the up
position, which is close to the injection ring, no argon io
and electrons are available for the secondary reactions~3!–
~4! and the carbon atom production stops. At low acetyle
flows, when more than one argon ion and electron pai
available per acetylene molecule, argon ions and elect
can reach the substrate and carbon emission is meas
even at the down position. Carbon emission also indica
that the C2H radical is present in the region close to t
substrate at low acetylene flows.

As was already explained, CRDS measures the C* atom
density, which is determined by the production and loss
these atoms in chemical reactions. The C* density depends
Downloaded 07 Jan 2008 to 131.155.108.71. Redistribution subject to AI
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critically on the distance from the injection ring. At the u
position C* is detected in all conditions, even at high ace
lene flows. The reason is that the dissociation of acetylen
the primary reactions~1! and ~2! takes place close to th
injection ring, producing the C2H radical, a precursor for C
atom production. Moreover the argon ion and electron d
sities are still high enough and so there will always be
small fraction of argon ions and electrons used in second
reactions~3! and ~4!, even at high acetylene flows. As th
plasma flows towards the substrate, carbon atoms can r
further with acetylene:30

C1C2H2→C3H1H ~7!

and its density along the expansion axis will decrease.
high acetylene flows, higher than the argon ion and elect
flow, carbon atoms react away and the C* density at the
down position is below the detection limit of the CRDS tec
nique (;131014 m23). Also argon ions and electrons in th
expansion are depleted faster at high acetylene flows
thus the carbon production is confined to a region close
the injection ring than at low acetylene flows. At lo
C2H2 /(Ar1,e2) ratio, most of the C2H2 is consumed in pri-
mary reactions~1! and ~2! and hence reactions~7! can be
neglected. At these conditions the C* can reach~or even be
produced, see OES measurement! close to the substrate a
shown by the CRDS measurements performed in down
sition at all arc currents. The reaction rate for reaction~7!
was measured at room temperature and for Cgr atoms and its
value isk5'2.8310216 m3/s. Other measurements and th
oretical calculations31,32 of k5 reveal a weak temperature de
pendence, all the reported values being between 2310216

and 3.7310216 m3 s21. Still the value of reaction rate fo
reaction~7! involving C* instead of Cgr can be different from
reported values. The value ofk5* can be estimated using th
CRDS density measurements done at an arc current of 2
and with an acetylene flow of 3.6 sccs. C* atoms production
between up and down position with this acetylene flow c
be neglected since emission is below the detection lim
From the mass spectrometry measurement of acetylene
sumption we know22 that approximately 2.4 sccs~2/3 of the
acetylene flow! is not consumed at these conditions. Assu
ing a beam area of 0.0025 m2 ~diameter 0.05 m! and directed
velocity of 1000 m/s the acetylene density in the beam
approximately 3.331019 m23. An exponential decay of the
C* density due to reactions with acetylene~assuming con-
stant acetylene density! during the time necessary for tran
port from the up position to down position (Dz/v
;0.27/100050.27 ms) gives an estimate of the reaction ra
k5* :

k5* 5

lnS nup

ndown
D

t transport•nC2H2

52310216 m3/s, ~8!

where we used the measured value of approximately 5.2
the ratio of the C* density up and down. The estimated val
of 2310216 m3/s is in very good agreement with the rang
of k5 values reported in the literature. Considering the f
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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that the C* density measured at the down position is pro
ably slightly underestimated even better agreement
reached.

B. The importance of the carbon atoms
for a-C:H growth

The important question to be addressed is to what ext
the measured C* density is representative for the Cgr atoms.
During their creation, carbon atoms gain a high excitat
energy because of the redistribution of the energy of
reactants over the products. Since the lifetime of the m
stable state~1.5 s! is longer than the residence time of th
particles in the vessel~typically 400 ms! thermal equilibrium
between C* and Cgr atoms cannot be assumed. If the Bolt
man equation is used to calculate the ground state den
assuming a gas temperature of 2000 K, the resulting flow
carbon atoms towards the substrate is at least 2 order
magnitude higher than the maximum possible carbon fl
calculated on the basis of the amount of injected acetyle

So the remaining question is whether the ratio C* /Cgr is
constant. The discussion can be based on a simple m
describing the plasma chemistry. In this model, the comp
expansion is treated as a cylinder in which all the spec
move with the same drift velocity from the injection rin
towards the substrate. In this way diffusion is neglected
radial direction. This is feasible since the radial diffusi
times of different species were calculated33 to be typically 10
ms or higher, which is at least ten times slower than
transport time from the nozzle to the substrate~;1 ms!. In
axial direction the convection~1000 m/s drift velocity! is
much larger than diffusion. When the drift velocity is a
sumed to be constant along the expansion axis~which is
reasonable approximation for the subsonic part of the E
i.e., after the stationary shock wave16! and only reactions~4!
and~5! are considered as production and loss terms, the d
sity evolution of Cgr and C* along the expansion axis can b
described by the following differential equations:

n
d

dz
@Cgr#z5k4•@e2#z•@C2H1#z2k5•@Cgr#z•@C2H2#z ,

~9!

n
d

dz
@C* #z5k4* •@e2#z•@C2H1#z2k5* •@C* #z•@C2H2#z ,

~10!

where@X#z means density of speciesX at the distancez from
the injection ring. The metastable state is representative
the ground state if the following condition is fulfilled:

const5
@C* #z

@Cgr#z
5

@C* #z1dz

@Cgr#z1dz
5

@C* #z1n
d

dz
@C* #z

@Cgr#z1n
d

dz
@Cgr#z

, ~11!

which gives, after substituting@C* #z5const•@Cgr#z on the
right hand side, the condition:
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e
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n
d

dz
@C* #z

n
d

dz
@Cgr#z

5
~5!

~4!
5const. ~12!

First we can determine whether this condition is valid wh
only production@reaction~4!# is taken into account. In this
case Eqs.~4! and ~5! do not depend on Cgr or C* densities,
respectively, and their ratio~5!/~4! is constant and has
value of k4* /k4 . The density at the up position is more d
termined by C production, so the C* density should be pro-
portional to the Cgr density.

If the loss reaction~7! is also taken into account, Eq
~12! is constant only if reaction ratesk5 and k5* are equal.
Then the C* density scales with the Cgr density. Even with
additional loss terms taken into account, the C* density can
still scale with the Cgr density, provided that the reactio
rates for these loss reactions are again the same for C* and
Cgr . We have already shown before that the reaction rate
C* with acetylene is in the range of reported values for Cgr

which leads us to the conclusion, assuming that the main
process of C atoms in the plasma is in reaction with C2H2 ,
that the C* density measured in the Ar/C2H2 ETP is also
representative for the Cgr density and their ratio C* /Cgr

is equal tok4* /k4 ratio. Since we do not know this ratio, w
can only estimate its lowest value. At Fig. 4~c! the maximal

measured C* density 731015 m23 is at the acetylene flow o
4 sccs. In the case of complete decomposition of injec
C2H2 the highest Cgr density at these conditions, taking 100
m/s the drift velocity and 0.1 m the beam diameter, can
231019 m23 @which is really the upper estimate, since com
plete decomposition of injected acetylene is quite unlik
and also C2 (;1017 m23) and CH (;831016 m23) radicals
were detected and the C2H radicals and C2H2 molecules are
also present in the plasma at these conditions#. This density
gives the lowest possiblek4* /k4 ratio of 2.531024, with
131023 being a more realistic estimate. Then from t
down measurements we know that at high acetylene flo
@high C2H2 flow/(Ar1,e2) flow ratio# metastable carbon ab
sorption close to the substrate is below the detection limi
CRDS (;131014 m23) giving the upper estimate for Cgr

density to be 131017 m23 and maximum carbon atom flu
towards the surface to be 131020 atoms s21 m22. From the
growth rate and film density we know that the flux
2.531021 atoms s21 m22 is necessary to maintain a hig
deposition rate and therefore we can assume that carbon
tribution to the growth of hard diamond-like film is negl
gible. In contrast, at low C2H2 flows @small C2H2

flow/(Ar1,e2) flow ratio# C atoms are present above th
substrate and a significant contribution to the growth can
be excluded.

Even in the case ofk5* being different fromk5 , or in the
case that the C atoms are also lost in reactions with o
species~e.g., C4H2 or C6H2) and the C* absorption is no
P license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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longer representative for Cgr , we have still enough informa
tion to predict the Cgr density in the plasma close to th
substrate. The OES measurements at the up position s
that at high acetylene flows the Cgr production is negligible,
which means that Cgr on its way down can only be lost, e.g
in reaction~5! with abundant acetylene. Its density will the
rapidly decrease, the faster the more acetylene is inje
into the vessel at a fixed arc current. In this case the role
carbon atoms during the growth under high acetylene fl
conditions, when high deposition rates and good mechan
properties ofa-C:H films are reached, is negligible. At low
acetylene flows, when films are more soft and polymer-li
C* ~and also Cgr) atoms are present in the region close to
substrate~with the C* densities as high as 531015 m23),
and they can influence and contribute to the film grow
This result fully corroborates our previous findings abo
plasma chemistry and about the growth mechanism of h
a-C:H films without application of substrate bias, in whic
secondary reaction products~C, CH, and C2 radicals! play
only a minor role.22 The most probable growth precursors f
the growth then remain the C2H radical, primary reaction
product, and probably also the rovibrationally excited C4H2

molecule, the product of reaction of the C2H radical, and
acetylene.22 This may suggest that in the absence of ion bo
bardment the contribution of unsaturated hydrocarbon r
cals such as C2H is a prerequisite for harda-C:H films.
Similar findings were reported by Jacob.34

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We measured the 1s2 2s2 2p 3s 1P1↔1s2 2s2 2p2 1S0

electronic transition of atomic carbon both in absorpti
~CRDS! and emission~OES!. The measurements were don
for three different arc currents and as a function of acetyl
flow in Ar/C2H2 expanding thermal plasma. Two position
0.25 m and 0.52 from the C2H2 injection nozzle were chose
in order to study plasma chemistry development in the E
plasma. The latter position was 0.03 m above the subst
All the results show intensity maxima at low acetylene flow
where the C2H2 flow/(Ar1,e2) flow ratio is smaller then
unity. Based on these results the reaction mechanism inv
ing two argon ions per one C2H2 molecule was suggested a
a dominant source for~internally excited! carbon atom pro-
duction. The decrease of C* density between the up an
down position can be attributed to the loss reaction of*
with acetylene. The estimated reaction coefficient is in go
agreement with the known reaction coefficient for the re
tion of Cgr with acetylene. In this case, assuming also that
other possible loss reactions of carbon atoms have sim
reaction coefficients for C* and Cgr , the C* absorption is
also a measure for the Cgr density. But, even in the cas
where the loss process for C* is different than for Cgr , the
conclusion can be drawn that the carbon atom contributio
the a-C:H film growth is only significant at small acetylen
flows, when the ratio C2H2 flow/(Ar1,e2) flow is on the
order of or smaller than unity. For high acetylene flows c
bon atoms are lost in the gas phase in reaction with acety
and their role duringa-C:H film growth is negligible.
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